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TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY THE SCRIPTURES AND THEIR
MEANING .,. TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS POSSIBLE THE
WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH LIVES AND HAS HER MISSION. "
TO PROVIDE A VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATING THE MEANING OF
GOD'S WORD TO OUB CONTEMPORARY WORLD."
EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967
Septem ber,1976
N umber 3
Volume 10,
The series on Pepperdine University's
recent tribulations, starting in this issuei
is an example of one thing Mrsslon is
about; and we invite you to tell us how
you leel about it. We are sealching fol a
responsible ancl admittedly Christian way
to report on our life and times together,
whether those times are good or bad.
The Watergate era has underscored two
extremes in journalism. One is the house-
organ type of'reporting where we print all
the news that is lrews-as long as it's
lavorable. What do you do with the other
kind? Stonewall it, ol ct¡ul'se. The
clilficulty is that you can't. Why, the Lord
has tape recorders like Nixon never
dreameci of'. Besides, our institutions
must be made lesponsible to people, who
have the right to know the bad news as
well as the good.
ln reaction, we llow have a good deal ol
what I call outrageousjournalisnr. Out our
way, the T.exas Monthl.y is big on it. The
rationale is to be so outlandish and
abrasive that a lethargic public will be
sl'rocked into knowledge (aln-rost in the
biblical sense ol carnal knowleclge) ol all
the sins, both real and alleged, that any-
one might ever commit. You stand on the
outside ancl heave stones just uncler the
size that will dlaw a libel suit.
Is there no other place to stand? Partic-
ularly in Christian journalism, can we not
tell all, warts ancl all, in a context where
both the 
.juclgment ancl the grace of God
ale conf'essed realities not only in the lile
of the reported, but ol the reportet as
well? We are interested itr ottr readers'
response not only 1o this series, but to the
intent expressed here, as well.
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Editor's Note: "Who has abandoned Cod's grace?" was the loaded
question which reporter Kenny Waters asked as he reflected on
the controversial scene at Pepperdine University. lt is a question
asked not only by Waters, but by some committed faculty and stu-
dents who protest what they see as a secu/ar drift at the troubled
Cal ifo r n ia u n ive rs ity.
"Not Lts," answers Pepperdine's President Bill Banowsky in the
statement to follow, Against those who quote him as saying that
he does not care how Churcf¡es of Christ relate to the school,
Banowsky here affirms that this relationship is a part of the soul of
the institution,
Meanwhile, the Pep administration opened the school's doors
for the fall term determined to weather all storms; continued
media interest in the California attorney general's investigation of
alleged financial mismanagement; the tragic accident last year in-
volving Chancellor M. Norvel Young; questions regarding tf¡e role
of non-Church of Christ members on the school's governing
board; the legitimacy of right-wing politics on campus; and the
school's tinancial struggle which brought on an unprecedented
taculty boycott last February.
By William S. Banowsky
Pepperdine University's fundamental distinction
is its spiritual mission. The richest heritage of our
past, it is also the highest calling of our future. But
what is the nature of this mission? How is it to be
fulfilled?
It is not a sectarian cause. Pepperdine has never
been owned or operated by any denomination.
Founded in 1937 as a militantly independent institu-
tion, Pepperdine has never been governed by any ec-
clesiastical body, but rather by a free and self-per-
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petuating board. Businessmen, not clergymen, com-
pose the board.
This original blueprint was personally drawn by
Mr. Pepperdine himself. A life-long member of the
Church of Christ, his view of New Testament Chris-
tianity caused him to separate the college entirely
from the church. Assiduously avoiding any official,
organic, or legal ties, he sought a strictly fraternal re-
lationship between college and church. He
specifìcally disallowed the school ever to receive
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funds from the church. He envisioned a truly first-
rate academic institution wíth a non-sectarian, Chris-
tian emphasis where young people of all faiths would
be warmly welcomed.
In a November, 1937, address to the fìrst student
body, Mr. Pepperdine outlined his purposes:
Students entering this school are not required to
belong to any church, or to subscribe to any re-
ligious doctrine; but you are required at least to be
in sympathy with our policy of Christian ideals
and willing to give some of your time to the study
of the Bible. We want to present to you in teaching
and example, the Christian way of life. We do not
compel you to accept it. You are free to make your
own choice, but we want you to know what
it is.
From the beginning, Pepperdine has always
recruited students from all faiths, as well as those
professing no religion at all. Throughout its history,
most students have not come from the Church of
Christ. Last spring the university had 8'909 students
enrolled. Of this total,397 (or 4.5 percent) are mem-
bers of the Church of Christ; whereas, 8,512 (or 95.5
percent) are not.
Since many of these 8,909 students were enrolled
in part-time and in graduate and professional
schools, the church membership percentage at our
residential Seaver College was higher. Of Seaver Col-
lege's 1,552 students,24I (or 15.5 percent) were
members of the Church of Christ; 1,311 (or 84.5
percent) represent other religious groups. Those sup-
posing the current situation exceptional need but ex-
amine the religious composition of the Alumni Asso
ciation.
This same diversity, though in somewhat different
percentages, characterizes our faculty. Of the Univer-
sity's 209 fulltime faculty, 91 (or 43.5 percent) are
members of the Church of Christ. A majority of 1 18
(or 56.6 percent) represent other religious groups.
Again, the percentages are higher at Seaver Col-
lege. Of the 59 fulltime Seaver College faculty mem-
bers, 48 (or 81.4 percent) are members of the
Church of Christ. Only 11 (or 18.6 percent) repre-
sent other religious groups. Throughout the forty
years of our history, some of our most spiritually
dynamic faculty and students have come from
Christian traditions other than the Church of Christ.
As the church membership of the Seaver College
faculty suggests, the 1972 establishment of the
Malibu campus created, in some respects, closer
Church of Christ ties than ever. For example, Jim-
mie Lovell, a leading editor and member of the
church, was George Pepperdine's personal friend
who joined the board of trustees shortly after the col-
lege was founded. He clarified Mr. Pepperdine's orig-
inal view in a Jan. 9,1976,letter to several new
members of the board:
Pepperdine is, as of now, far more church-related
tháñ ever before, and far more than Brother Pep-
perdine ever had in mind. He was vitally opposed
to any courtship of the church, even to having any
preachers on the board. We are not now, never
have been, and I feel sure will never be, a "Church
of Christ institution" as we have in our other
schoois. i have never associated myseiÍ witlt Pep-
Banowsky: 'Treading the narrow edge'
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perdine solely in that framework. Rather, as the
college Brother Pepperdine founded, where a
youngster could get a good education in a spiritual
atmosphere.
With these clarifications in mind, I wish to state
unequivocally that our fraternal relationship with the
Church of Christ is, in my opinion, one of Pepper-
dine's precious assets which must be preserved. This
is not because the church gives either financial sup-
port or supplies most of our students. Why then
preserve the tie? Because it is a part of the soul of the
institution. Association with the founding commu-
nion is important in maintaining the religious mis-
sion itself. Continuing cordial contact with the
church is vital, not in pursuit of some sectarian
cause, but as the cornerstone of our spiritual purpose.
Just as many faculty and students have always
come from all religious g¡oups, recently our govern-
ing board expanded to include some non-Church of
Christ members. Mrs. George Pepperdine herself
personally made the formal motion and the board
voted unanimously by secret ballot to broaden the
governing base of the university. The new board of
regents provides for forty members, 60 percent of
whom (or twenty-four) must be members of the
Church of Christ, while 40 percent (or sixteen) may
not be.
Twelve of the sixteen non-Church of Christ
regents have already been elected. To examine their
qualifications is to see immediately how deeply they
appreciate Pepperdine's spiritual tradition. They are
neither outsiders nor newcomers. Taken together,
the twelve have already served a cumulative total of
146 years on Pepperdine's advisory board. Bryant
Essick, the new vice chairman of the board of
regents, was chairman of our advisory board more
than a quarter-century ago. His formal service with
Pepperdine goes back further than that of virtually
all others on the current board, faculty, administra-
tion, or staff. But among the twelve new regents, Mr.
Essick is no exception.
Morris B. Pendleton, now a member of the new
executive committee of the board of regents, was for
decades one of Mr. Pepperdine's closest personal
friends and business intimates. He knows exactly
what kind of school George Pepperdine had in mind,
and is deeply devoted to it. He, and the other new
regents, have given generor¡s financial assistance pre-
cisely because of what Peppertline stands for.
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Together, the twelve new regents have contributed
more than $40 million to the university since 1968.
Pendleton Learning Center, Elkins Auditorium, the
Ralphs-Straus Tennis Complex, Firestone
Fieldhouse, Huntsinger Academic Center, the Frank
R. Seaver College-these, and the other new regents,
have believed in the Pepperdine dream and tangibly
supported the Pepperdine values. Miles Flint, one of
our new regents who does not enjoy great personal
wealth, but who has raised from others more than g1
million to help the school, is one of the most spiritual
men of my experience.
In expanding the board of regents, no internal
policy changes have occurred and precaution has
Tower symbol izes commitment
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been taken to preserve church ties. From a legal
view, there are more ties than ever. The new bylaws
not only require a majority of the regents to be mem-
bers of the Church of Christ, but the chairman of
the board also must be. Furthermore, the chairman
of the important executive committee and a majority
of its members must be from the church. Addi-
tionally, Church of Christ regents constitute a per-
manent standing committee of the board with
authority to maintain spiritual programs such as
chapel and religion courses; establish standards for
campus life, including dormitory regulations and
social functions; and to conduct Bible lectureships
and other programs.
What we are attempting, then, is to achieve a deli-
cate balance between spiritual intensity and genuine
academic distinction. It will not be easy. It would be
simpler, philosophically, to be either a Bible college,
on the one hand, or an utterly secular university on
the other. To combine spiritual commitment with
academic openness is to tread the narrow edge of
unrelieved intellectual tension. But it is a more excit-
ing path than either the emptiness of mere secularity
or the sterility of fundamentalistic simplicity.
What, then, do we affirm? Several years ago I
composed a statement which has served, informally,
as an institutional credo. It does not say as much as
some would like; for others it seems doctrinaire to
the point of presumption. In contrast with the value
vacuum encircling the secular university, here is the
affirmation of Pepperdine University:
We affirm that God is, and that he is uniquely
revealed in Jesus Christ.
That the educational process cannot, with im-
punity, be divorced from the divine process.
That each student, a person of infìnite dignity, is
the heart of the educational enterprise.
That the liberal arts experience, grounded in
spiritual values, offers the student a life with
meaning and a faith transcending empirical limita-
tions.
That the quality of student conduct is a valid con-
cern of the university.
That truth, having nothing to fear from investiga-
tion, should be relentlessly pursued in every dis-
cipline.
That religious commitment, which is no excuse
for mediocrity, demands the highest standards of
academic excellence.
That knowledge makes a claim calling, in return,
for a life of service.
That education's highest purpose is achieved as the
student assumes personal responsibility and,
thereby, achieves genuine freedom.
In the fìnal analysis, Pepperdine's spiritual mission
will not be fulfilled in institutional pronouncements.
It depends upon people. What happens in the rela-
tionship between faculty and students determines
the fìnal product; and one of my deepest gratifica-
tions is the quality and dedication of our faculty. Our
faculty is committed to their students' spiritual
welfare and is as devoted to them, in time and atten-
tion, as the faculty of any other university, any-
where.
As we seek to fulfill our spiritual mission, then, we
will resist sectarian pressures. We will do nothing to
stifle academic inquiry nor pose as an institution
which possesses all truth. What we affirm is that ulti-
mate truth exists, and that we are humbly in quest of
it. With limited mortal vision, we believe the
universe is to be undergirded by an objective moral
order. But even this conviction is based upon faith,
rather than absolute empirical evidence.
We hope to keep pace with change. But our main
purpose is to keep faith with what is not changing.
Our unifying conviction is that Jesus Christ is the
same yesterday, today, and forever.
ln Part 2 of this series, repoiter Waters takes his loaded guestion
to others, on the campus and off , seeking guidelines on how we
can relate responsibly to a school which we have failed to ade-
quately support, but from which we have expected an explicit
1L..!^ti^-:-Lt.,^^^Ln,,sii an ,niluence.
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The
Doclrine
By Doug Tucker
of
hrist
I saw something in a church bulletin the other day that
was defìnitely the last straw. It was a cartoon consisting of
two panels. In the first panel, two men are talking, and the
first one says to the second one, "Instrumental music is
unscriptural because 2 John 9 says: 'Whosever goes on-
ward and abides not in the teaching ('doctrine," K,I) of
Christ has not God."'Then, in the second panel, the same
man says, "Excuse me! I have to go; I'm late for a church
league baseball game." And also in the second panel, the
second man is thinking to himself, "How inconsistent!"
Now I'm not sure what the man who originally drew the
cartoon was getting at, but I do believe I know how the edi-
tor of the bulletin interpreted it. The message was simply
this: "lnstrumental music is unscriptural, and so is a
church baseball league."
But waive my assumption regarding the interpretation
which that editor placed on the cartoon. The fact remains
that 2 John t has been used as a catch-all. The phrase,
"abiding in the doctrine of Christ," has been used to ap-
prove or disapprove of everything which we either per-
sonally like or dislike. And not just members of the
churches of Christ have been guilty of this. All Christian
groups have drawn up their little list of what they believe
constitutes the "doctrine of Christ." In the churches of
Doug Tucker is preaching minister at the Central Church oJ'
Christ in Seattle, Washington.
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Christ, the list would go something like this:l) If you don't observe the Lord's Supper every Sun_
day,
2) And if you use a piano,
3) And if you don't have plurality of elders,
4) And if you don't have congregational autonomy,
5) And if you commit one of the.,Big Five" (smoking,
dancing, mixed swimming, movies and cards),r
6) And if you believe in spiritual gifts,
And, depending on the splinter groups among us,
1) If you support Herald of Truth,
2) Or orphans'homes,
3) Or Christian colleges (except the one that particular
splinter group supports),
4) Or use more than one cup in the communion,
5) ad infinitum, ad nauseom, etc., etc.
then, you are not abiding in the doctrine of Christ and
have not God.
Other fellowhips do the same thing with 2 John 9. For
example:
1) If you believe that man åas a soul, instead of believ-
ing that man ¡s a soul,
2) Or if you believe in Rapture before Tribulation,
3) Or if you believe in Tribulation before Rapture,
* Please modily, depending on geographical location.
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4) Or if you believe in Rapture in the middle of Tribula-
tion,
5) Or if you don'¡ believe in Rapture,
6) Or if you believe in eternal punishing instead of eter-
nal punishment,
7) Or if you do believe in blood transfusions,
8) Or if you don't believe that the AngloSaxon people
are the ten lost tribes,
9) Or if you don't believe in spiritual gifts,
then you are not abiding in the doctrine of Christ and
have not God, so there, n-n-nYah!
Now notice what we are doing with 2 John 9. We are not
using the passage to prove or disprove any doctrine.
Rather, we use it to prove that we should disfellowship
people who don't agree with us on every little issue. In
other words, we all (Churches of Christ and all other
groups) have our little list of what constitutes the doctrine
of Christ. Then we either fellowship or disfellowship peo
ple depending on whether or not their list matches ours'
After all, 2 John 10 says, "lf any one comes to you and
brings not this doctrine, receive him not into your
house ," that is, don't fellowhip him as a brother in
Christ.
Granted, if any one truly abides not in the doctrine of
Christ, we should disfellowship him. But the fly in the but-
termilk is this: What does John mean by the "doctrine of
Christ"?
He leaves us in no doubt. Notice verse 7" Many
deceivers ore entered into the world who confess nol that
Jesus Christ is come in the flesh. As I understand the situa-
tion, a heresy had arisen in the early church. There were
some who denied the humanity of Christ, that is, they
taught that his humanity was an illusion. Thus' the
heretics whom John had in mind were denying the person
of Christ. They were denying who he was, namely truly
God and truly man, the God-Man, complete in godhead
and complete in manhood, that is, God-in-thaflesh.
Because they were denying this, they were not abiding in
the cloctrine of Christ, and thus they had not God.
Further, John tells the early Christians in verse l0: If any-
one comes to you and brings not this doctrine (what
doctrine? verse 7-the doctrine that Christ came in the
fìesh) receive him not into your house '"
In the Restoration Movement, one of our mottoes has
been, "Let us speak where the Bible speaks, and be silent
where the Bible is silent." I believe that this is an excellent
motto. I suggest that we practice it. We do so when we par-
take of the Lord's supper every first day of the week, when
we use only vocal music in worship, and when we require
plural elders, etc.
But we have not followed this slogan on one topic;
namely, fellowship. In addition to partaking of the Lord's
supper each first day, we proceed to disfellowship those
who do not-and on and on with those who use instru-
mental music, have only one pastor, etc. And we argue
from 2 John 9.
Someone may say, "I agree that John was thinking pri-
marily of the Gnostic heretics when he wrote 2 John 9, but
I believe he also had other topics in mind." How can you
know that? You are arguing from silence. We know that
John was referring to those who denied that Christ came
in the flesh. We speak where the Bible speaks when we say
that any who deny this should be disfellowshipped. But we
cannot know if he had anything else in mind. On this
passage we must be silent where the Bible is silent.
I believe that there are other doctrines besides the per-
son of Christ that are essential to fellowship. But there are
other passages that tell us what those doctrines are' Second
John 9 does not. If intend to validate our list of practices
for which we disfellowship people, we will have to use
some other passage.
D
Every gun that is made, every war ship launched, every
rocket fired signifies, in the final sense, a theft from those
who hunger and are not fed, those who are cold and are not
clothed.
-Dwight D. [isenh ower
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RESTORATON UPDATE: The current status of segments in the
Restoration heritage.
Sixth in a series
Divide and Conquerl This well-known
military maneuver must surely have been
borrowed from the strategy of the Devil. It is a
procedure he had followed with uncommon
success from the days of Eden. Men in Christ
are brought together in solid companionship.
They love their Lord and look for ways to
serve him.
Satan, seeing this spiritual phalanx being
mustered against him, begins to fìnd ways to
decimate the force and thus dissipate the
united front.
He was having a hey-day in the late years of
the eighteenth century and the early days of
the nineteenth. As the Campbells and their
peers read the Bible, they caught the vision of
the body melted together in love and solidifìed
for the defense of the gospel. As they shared
this glimpse into glory, and as the faithful
from many communions lost themselves in
the beauty of the larger fellowship, Satan was
devilishly moved to a plan of action-he
14.F. Lown is president of' Manhattan Christian
College, Manhauan, Kansas. His article is
reprinted by permission from Fellowship, a
magazine exploring points q/'common concern in all
segmenß of' the Restoration tradttrcn.
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The lndependents
qnd Currenl
Threqts to Unily
By W. F. Lown
would legitimize the ne,ü/ movement untilit
would not be discernible from the "old line"
denominations!
There were those of the Restoration
heritage who adopted the denominational
status at once, being honest and desirous of
having a more structured plan out of which to
work. Others in the group bitterly opposed the
designation, indicating that "we" are free from
denominational bonds, and "we" will have
none of it.
A portion of the group withdrew, being
identified as those who wished to reject the
innovation of man-made instruments of music
in the corporate worship of the church. These,
too, were assigned denominational status by
the religious world and the census bureau, the
while protesting loudly that they were not a
denomination.
Meanwhile, in between these recalcitrant
denominations rose another which protested
with equal stridency. This "centrist" group is
variously denominated "Christian Churches"
and "Churches of Christ." They are
characterized by having a descriptive, rather
than an offìcial, name;an editorial voice (The
Christian Standard);colleges which perpetuate
their kind;and national, state, and area
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gatherings for inter-group edifìcation.
These Christians number perhaps one
million. They have supported almost forty
colleges, some fìfteen hundred missionaries,
homes for the orphan and the indigent and the
like.
Now it is time for Satan to summon his
strength against this cause. He has several
variations of his theme, "divide and conquer."
To begin with, it is an easy adjustment to
employ the already verdant charismatic
groups. These cut across many denominational
groups and into many fellowships' Purportedly
they are to follow implicitly the dictates of the
Spirit. So often one is distressed to see that
such groups may be fraught with the works of
the devil, for where there exists enmity, strife,
jealousy, dissension, party spirit, and the like'
one must wonder what spirit prevails. The
Holy Spirit is the life of the church, and where
he is having his way there is love, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness, and self-control. Where these exist
one might at once assume God's spirit to be in
charge.
This writer sees Satan using charismatic
groups to pose as "super Christian" entities to
the discouragement, not the edification of the
saints. Hence close-knit Christians are
discouraged in their faith and kinship. And
congregations find, not the Person of the Holy
Spirit, but the teaching concerning the Holy
Spirit-and it is dividing brother from brother'
Oddly enough, another wedge Satan seems
to be using to split Christian Churches is a
strange form of open membership' It is not the
old liberally-inspired open membership which
tends to play down the biblical requirement as
an essential to salvation. Ironically, the "neo'
open membership" is of the nature of that
practiced by the non-denominational
"fundamentalists," or by the several Baptist
denominations. The rationale is that salvation
is by "faith only," and that baptism should be
performed as a sign that salvation has already
been assured.
Again, a threat to unity among Christian
Churches is the resurgence of the clergy
system. Strange to say, but at a time when the
churches have been giving more attention to
the biblical doctrine of the "priesthood of all
believers," there has been an inordinate
10 58
interest in studying the methodology of
preachers in Baptist and independent churches
where huge memberships are presided over by
preachers pursuing a decidedly unilateral
approach. It will be interesting to observe how
often advocates of the authoritarian pastoral
system also embrace the "salvation by faith
only" theology.
Finally, there is a curious phenomenon
which seems to be gaining ground which I call
the "anti-traditional syndrome." This growing
cult seems to take its cue (although probably
unwittingly) from the back-lash of the anti-
institutional youth culture. This emphasis is
not necessarily against the notion that the
church is an institution (for they have been
largely dissuaded of this), but they are being
led to believe that the professional ministry is
essentially a farce, and that the study of any
subject other than the Bible is an exercise in
futility. It is curious that those advocating this
practice are frequently those who are college /
university / seminary educated, and who are
affording the same background for their own
children. Moreover, many of them are taking
salaries from church congregations for a
profession theY claim to negate.
The problem would appear to be the time-
worn one of overreacting to abuses. A few
years ago, legalism in the church was so strong
that an honest emotional response of the
human spirit to the Holy Spirit was viewed as
fanatical.
An earlier emphasis upon the form of
baptism rendered the beautiful personal
commitment of the person being baptized
almost secondarY.
Again, a desire to see more and more
persons brought into Christ leads devoted men
to seek whatever plan they may employ to
serve the divine end.
Surely no one is unaware of the battle that
has waged for years between the advocates of
intellectualism vs. anti-intellectualism-as
though being keenly learned and deeply
moved were mutuallY exclusive.
May God help us to replace judgmentalism
with love, and to desperately strive to be God's
instruments of unity rather than self-styled,
specialcorrectional agents for God. 
n
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The Lord's Supper and
Biblical Hermeneutics
By Everett Ferguson
The question of the day and frequency for observing the
Lord's supper will serve to illustrate a method of dealing
with disputed questions. This method I employed in my
book on A Cappella Music in the Public Worship of the
Church. I first developed the approach in studying the sub-
ject at hanÈthe day of the Christian assembly. There is
nothing particularly original, certainly nothing revolution-
ary, in this approach. It is simply the application of histori-
cal and theological context to hermeneutics. This approach
involves three steps: (1) assembling the New Testament
passages on the subject under discussion; (2) examining
the testimony of early Christian history for the extra-
canonical evidence on Christian belief and practice-this is
done as a control against an unhistorical understanding or
an individualistic peculiarity in interpretation; (3) con-
sideration of the doctrinal sþificance in order to deter-
mine if the practice has any real significance or is only a
cultural or accidental phenomenon.
For people committed to biblical authority, the first im-
portance obviously attaches to the biblical data. Hence, as
we consider the time for the observance of the Lord's sup
per, the first task is to examine the New Testament evi-
dence in order to determine if one day had special mean-
ing and significance for Christians in New Testament
times. I will not attempt to go through and examine all the
passages or consider all the issues. Rather, I will present
the results of the study by organizing the evidence accord-
ing to the conclusion reached.
The New Testament gives special significance to the
first day of the week, our Sunday. (1 ) Jesus arose from the
dead on the fìrst day of the week. The resurrection narra-
tives in the Gospels all begin with a time designation.
"And when the sabbath was past . . and very early on
the hrst day of the week they went to the tomb when the
sun had risen" (Mark 16:1). "But on the first day of the
week, at early dawn, they went to the tomb" (Luke 23:l).
"That very day" (vs. 13) occurred the appearance to the
disciples on the road to Emmaus and other appearances
(vss. 33-35), and the resurrection is affirmed as having
occurred on that day (vss. 21,46). "Now on the fìrst day
Everett Ferguson is pro./èssor o/'church history at Abiline Chris-
tian Unìvers¡ty.
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of the week Mary Magdalene came to the tomb early,
while it was still dark" (John 20:1). I list these before Mat-
thew because there has been some question about the
translation of Matthew 28:1, but it seems clear to me that
the RSV gives the correct translation: "Now after the sab'
bath, toward the dawn of the first day of the week.,,
Therefore, on the first day of the week Jesus was declared
to be the Son of God with power (Rom. 1:4).
(2) Christ met with his disciples after the resurrection
on the first day of the week. John especially makes this
prominent. After telling about the discovery of the empty
tomb in the morning, he says, "On the evening of that day,
the first day of the week Jesus came and stood
among them" (vs. l9). Thomas wâs not present at that
gathering. Thus we read in verse 26, "Eight days later [i.e.
the next Sundayl his disciples were again in the house, and
Thomas was with them." And Jesus appeared again. The
post-resurrection meals of Jesus with his disciples thus oc-
curred on the fìrst day of the week. Notice the eucharistic
language in the description of the meal at Emmaus in
Luke 24:30, 35.
(3) Pentecost cåme on the first day of the week (Lev.
23:15f.). There were different calendars in first-century
Judaism, but I assume that Luke follows the official
reckoning by the Sadducees which put Pentecost on a first
day of the week. That means that all of the events of the
second chapter of Acts took place on the first day of the
week: the coming of the Holy Spirit, the first gospel ser-
mon, the 3,000 converted, the birthday of the church, and
observe æpecially the beginning of the corporate life
together of the new community: 'And they devoted them-
selves to the apostles' teaching and fellowship, to the
breaking of bread and the prayers" (Acts2:42). Notice that
those activities began on the first day of the week.
(4) The New Testament church assembled on the first
day of the week. Acts 20:6-7, "We came to them at Troas,
where we stayed for seven days. On the first day of the
week, when we were gathered together to break bread,
Paul talked with them." There seems to be some reason
for the stay of seven days, namely the gathering on the
first day. "On the first day of the week, each of you is to
put something aside" (1 Cor. 16:2). This verse says
nothing specifically about an assembly and it has its
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difficulty in interpretation, but I would call attention to its
position, after chapter fìfteen's discussion of the resurrec-
tion, which oc¡urred on the first day of the week. And,
however the putting something aside was handled, "store
it up" is literally "to put in a treasury." But what concerns
me here is that the fìrst day of the week had some special
significance to the Christian communities (in Galatia as
well as Corinth). The natural thought is that this was the
occasion when the Christians were accustomed to being
together. Otherwise, the specification of the day is unin-
telligible.(i) ffre Lord's supper was observed on the first day of
the week. The disciples were commanded to partake
(Matt. 26:26-28; Luke 22:19). Christians were com-
manded to assemble (Heb. 10:25). There were assemblies
for the purpose of eating the supper (1 Cor. 11:20-33)'
Notice I Corinthians I 1:20, "When you meet together, it
is not the Lord's supper that you eat," indicating that it
should be the Lord's supper that is eaten when they âsselll:
ble. And verse 33, "when you come together to eat." The
first day of the week is the only day identifìed as the time
when there was a coming together for the purpose of eat-
ing the supper: Acts 20:7, "on the first day of the week,
when we were gathered together to break bread."
Negatively, the New Testament is silent on sabbath ob
servance by Christians as part of their distinctively Chris-
tian activities. Space forbids an examination of the sabbath
question, but suffice it to say that the sabbath would be the
only serious contender for a day given special meaning, yet
there is no evidence that the sabbath was the day for
Christians to assemble or to observe the Lord's supper'
This arrangement of the material points to one conclu-
say something it did not intend to say? Have we forced
our logic and our schemes on the contents?
One way of checking ourselves is by post-New Testa-
ment Christian history. Was the practice of the early
church in harmony with the interpretation given above to
the New Testament? If our conclusions about New Testa-
ment practice are correct, they should receive some confir-
mation from the testimony of church history. If some-
thing is not present in the early history of the church, there
is grave doubt even about its presence, much more so
about its importance, in apostolic teaching. On the other
hand, something abundantly testified to in the early Chris
tian literature has good claims to being a part of apostolic
practice, and we should be very certain that we have good
grounds for finding the New Testament teaching
different.
This is not to say that history becomes our authority. It
is to say that history is an important witness that deserves
to be heard in the court of hermeneutics. We appeal to
church history as we do to any other non-biblical informa-
tion-to help us understand Scripture better. Scripture re'
mains the judge. But where the question concerns the deci-
sion of the judge, we should examine the testimony of all
the witnesses.
It so happens that on the question of the day of Chris-
tian assembly the witnesses from the early church are
numerous, unanimous, and unambiguous. Several of the
important statements from the second c€ntury about the
assembly on the first day of the week include a reference
to the Lord's supper. Didache 14:1 says, "Come together
each Lord's day of the Lord, break bread, and give
thanks." Notice three things in this passage: there is a
Scrípture remsíns the Judge; but history is
an ímpoftornt wítness úhot deserues
to be heard in the court oÍ hermeneutícs.
sion-so much so that most Christians have considered
the case to be persuasive, On the other hand' I think that
we must honestly say that the evidence is not so con-
clusive as we might want it to be. Any case which depends
on a certain arrangement of texts and a chain of reasoning
is subject to error by the person doing the arranging and
reasoning. Certainly there are many subjects on which the
New Testament is much more explicit and complete in its
teaching. Therefore, we must ask the question, Is this ar-
ranging of the evidence correct?
The case for weekly communion on Sunday, as pres-
ented above, does not rest on Acts 20:7 alone, but that is
the key text. Is it referring to a one-time event? Is it a
c¿sual reference not to be given great importance? Or does
it reflect common, normal practice? In other words' have
we read the New Testament aright? Or have we made it
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weekly assembly;it is on the day called the Lord's day;and
it is characterized by the breaking of bread.
Barnabas 15 does not specifically mention the Lord's
supper:"we [Christians] keep the eighth day Ii'e' the first
day of the week; the sabbath was the seventhl for joy, on
which also Jesus arose from the dead and when he ap
peared ascended into heaven."
Justin Martyr, Apology I, 6? tells us that "On the day
called Sunday there is a gathering together in the same
place of all who live in a city or rural district." There
follows an account of a service of Scripture reading'
preachihg, and prayer; and Justin continues, "When we
cease from our prayer, bread is presented and wine mixed
with water. The president of the brethren in the same
manner sends up prayers and thanksgivings according to
his ability, and the people sing out their assent saying the
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'Amen.'A distribution and participation of the elements
for which thanks have been given is made to each person."
A contribution is collected, and then, Justin explains, "We
all make our assembly in common on the day of the Sun,
since it is the first day, on which God changed the dark-
ness and matter and made the world, and Jesus Christ our
Savior arose from the dead on the same day."
The apocryphal Acts of John 106-l l0 says that "Since it
was the Lord's day and all the brethren were assembled,
John began to say to them." After a discourse and prayer,
the text continues, "And he asked for bread and gave
thanks . . and he broke bread and gave to us all, praying
for each of the brethren to be worthy of the Lord's grace."
there a meaning arising out of the thing itself? Is the New
Testament evidence accidental, or incidental, or does it
really mean something? Does it mean something for
Christians of all time? Here there can be no doubt about
the meaning of the first day of the week for early Chris-
tians, modern Christians, all Christians.
Before drawing out that meaning, permit me a digres-
sion in regard to the significance of the sabbath. This treat-
ment will allow us to eliminate the principal competitor to
the first day of the week and also sharpen the doctrinal sig-
nificance of the latter. That the old covenant was
abolished, and the sabbath as part of it, is taught in many
New Testament passages (Rom. 7:1-7; Gal. 3:23-25;Col.
The question is not, Is there a doctrínal meøníng
tüe can ímpart to a practlce? but, Is there a meo,nlng
orising out of the thíng ltselÍ?
Bardesanes, On Fate explains, "On one day, the fìrst day
of the week, we assemble ourselves together." And
Eusebius (Church History III. xxvii. 5) says of early Jewish
Christians that they "were accustomed to observe the sab-
bath and other Jewish customs but on the Lord's days to
celebrate the same practices as we [Gentile Christians] in
remembrance of the resurrection ol the Savior." (A fuller
listing of passages with commentary may be found in my
book, Early Christians Speak.)
Note that these texts from early Christian literature
stress that Christians observe the first day because it is the
day of the resurrection. They observe the day with an as-
sembly, and in that assembly they take the supper. The
testimony of church history shows that we have not
misread the New Testament. The apostolic practice was a
weekly communion on the first day of the week. If this
was not the apostolic practice, then one has the difficult
job of explaining how all the churches came to adopt the
same custom. The conclusion to be drawn from the
historical testimony is that Acts 20:7 is not an accidental
reference but reflects the general practice of New Testa-
ment churches.
The hermeneutical quest, however, cannot stop here.
Something may have been a general practice yet not have
any lasting significance for Christians. Was the observance
of the fìrst day of the week culturally conditioned, because
of the importance of the day of the sun to pagans, or a
matter of custom to distinguish Christians from Jews?
These factors were present, and many others. Can the ob-
servance of the fìrst day be accounted for by these factors,
and are they the only signifìcance of the first day of the
week? I think not, but in order to deal with these ques-
tions we must turn to the doctrinal signif icance of the fìrst
day of the week.
The doctrinal meaning of a practice is what really wraps
the question up. Does a given practice have a doctrinal sig-
nificance in the New Testament? The question is not, Is
there a doctrinal meaning we can impart to it? but, Is
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2:l6f .). Hence, Christians are not to be judged by it. The
sabbath itself had signifìcance for Jews, and for Jews only:
"Observe the sabbath day, to keep it holy . . . You shall
remember that you were a servant in the land of Egypt,
and the Lord your God brought you out thence with a
mighty hand and an outstretched arm; therefore the Lord
your God commanded you to keep the sabbath day"
(Deut.5:12-15).
It is true that Exodus 20:l I connects the sabbath with
God's rest at creation. If we were to reconcile the two
passages, we would say that God's rest day was the reason
for selecting the seventh day rather than some other day.
But the reason for having a special observance at all was
the remembrance of the exodus. The sabbath had a
doctrinal purpose for Israel. Its significance was a
remembrance of the day of deliverance from Egypt. As
such a remembrance, the sabbath was given to the Jews
only and had signifìcance to Jews only-"God brought you
out . therefore God commanded you to keep the sab
bath." The sabbath has no significance to Gentiles, who
did not come out of bondage in Egypt and become the
chosen nation at Sinai. The sabbath carries no doctrinal
signifìcance to Gentile Christians today.
On the other hand, the fìrst day of the week does have
doctrinal signifìcance for Christians. It is the day of our
deliverance. It is a remembrance of the resurrection of
Jesus, the great act by which we were delivered from sin
and made God's people. This day is of foundational signifi-
cance for the church. We meet on the fìrst day because we
are conscious of Christ's presence in our midst on the day
of the resurrection, the day on which the Spririt came and
the church had its beginning as a gathered people. The fìrst
day of the week is connected with the reason why there is
a church (the resurrection) and with its actual coming into
being as a distinctive community (the events of Acts 2).
For these reasons the church observes Sunday with an as-
sembly.
The Lord's supper belongs in this complex of ideas
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because of its association with the redemption ac-
complished by the death and resurrection and its associ-
ation with the nature of the church. It continues not only
the last supper but also the resurrection meals of Jesus
with his disciples. Moreover, by its very nature, the supper
is a corporate act. This corporate nature of the supper is
clearly seen in I Corinthians l0-ll. Thus the supper
belongs on the special day when the church shows itself as
church by gathering together. As a community activity,
the supper must be observed at the time of assembly.
It is perhaps signifìcant (although I would not press the
point) that the adjective "of the Lord" or "Lord's" (that
which pertains to the Lord) occurs only twice in the New
Testament: once for the supper (1 Cor. 1l:20), and once
for the Lord's day (Rev. l:10), These two things are
peculiarly the Lord's and they belong together: his day and
his supper.
I find this approach much more persuasive than simply
quoting Acts 20:7. This method ties the observance of the
Lord's supper more closely with the redemptive events of
which it is the commemoration. It shows that the first day
of the week was chosen not f or incidental reasons. But it is
a day with meaning, because of its importance in the his-
tory of salvation.
The Lord's supper on any day other than Sunday
weakens its doctrinal meaning. Many will know the book
Sunday: The History of the Day of Rest and Day of Wor-
ship by my friend Willy Rordorf. His conclusion includes
the pungent words: "No Lord's supper without Sunday,
and no Sunday without the Lord's supper."
The methodology illustrated above will not provide
everyone with a satisfactory solution to the problem. Some
will no doubt be dissatisfìed with the question chosen for
discussion. I would plead nevertheless that the her-
meneutical question on any issue be pursued with
reference to relevant historical and doctrinal considera-
tions and that we not attempt to interpret the Bible with-
out these contexts. n
A Recollection
How long have I been in love with you ?
I recall no date or place or sound
Connected with the time I met
The one whose voice I longed to here, and knew
that it was You.
Did I stumble through a mind of chaos
Groping for a breath of sunlight, and then
Behold at darkness' edge
A silver, smiling revelation, and knew
that it was you ?
Or did I never leave your hand, unknowing
The world I grandly dreamed around me
Was so small you held it, waiting
'Til Igrew tall enough to see, and knew
that it was you ?
Whenever, Lord, the lie was broken,
And truth washed me like tears of light;
Whenever the first real word was spoken
I turned, as at the rim of a memory, and knew
I must have you.
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By Ray F. Chester
For thus says the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel,
"Hotlses andfields and vineyards shall again be
bought in this lond." (Jeremiah 32:15)
The Bible is a very realistic book. While it holds up a
vision of an ideal future, it gives us to understand that the
life of faith is not in some beautiful isle of somewhere, but
in the nitty-gritty of power politics and war, of famine and
pestilence, of pain, suffering, and death. It seems to say
that men and women can survive almost any situation of
suffering if there is some discernible meaning in it-if
there is some hope. Dr. Elizabeth Kubler-Ross, in her book
On Death and Dying, has noted that:
The most accepting, realistic patients leave the
possibility open for some cure, for the discovery of a
new drug . . . It is this glimpse of hope which
maintains them through days, weeks, or months of
suffering. It is the feeling that all of this must have
some meaning, will pay off eventually if they can only
endure it for a little while longer.
'lh-e incredible story in Jeremiah 32 gives us the clue to
how Jeremiah endured his personal ordeal, and how the
people of Judah came out of their shattered world with a
reason for going on. And in so doing it gives us a clue as to
how we can live in a time of travail-when an age is in the
throes of death and a new era is suffering the pangs of
birth.
Buying Land in a Depressed Market
To say the least, the real estate market in Jerusalem was
rather depressed. The Chaldeans had surrounded the city;
Anathoth was already in their hands. Everybody knew
that Jerusalem had had it. The next housing developments
would be in Babylon. The Jerusalem market was likely to
Ray F. Chester is a preaching elder at the Brentwood Church of
Christ in Austin.
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be depressed for some time.
So Hanamel was determined to sell his field at
Anathoth if he could. And he was duty bound, according
tó the ancient law, to offer it first to his cousin Jeremiah.
The field was part of the property which had been in the
family for 400 years. Hanamel's motive for selling was
plain enough. He could see that Jerusalem was done for,
and knew the likelihood of being deported along with
many others to a foreign land. But money is a portable
form of property. He could carry silver, and with it make a
new start. A fìeld in Anathoth would not be very useful to
one compelled to live in Babylon; it didn't take a genius to
figure that out. This was a time for liquid assetpnot land.
So everyone wanted to sell, but no one was buying-no
one except Jeremiah.
The prophet was in prison when his agitated cousin
made him the offer of this fìeld. Jeremiah was not
married, had no family, did not need the land-but he
bought it! Seventeen silver shekels were weighed out very
carefully. A deed was drawn up in duplicate and witnesses
were summoned to sign the deed of purchase. Instructions
were given to Baruch, the prophet's faithful secretary, to
"take these deeds . . and put them in an earthenware
pot, so that they may be preserved lor a long time."
(32:t4).
As these very proper legal procedures were taking place,
I can imagine the knowing glances and snickers that must
have been going on. Someone probably twirled his fìnger
toward his temple and then pointed to Jeremiah. "The
poor guy has gone mad," they must have thought. "lf
there was ever a case of pouring money down a rat hole,
this is it," one whispered.
"lmagine doing that when that money might be the
difference between life and death in the coming days,"
answered another. They were brought to sobriety,
however, when the prophet, having fìnished his
instructions for preservation of the deeds, said with that
force and power that was characteristic of those times
when the word of God was upon him: "For thus says the
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Lord of hosts, the God of Israel: Houses and fìelds and
vineyards shall again be bought in this land."
Jeremiah made the purchase on God's instructions. No
one foresaw more clearly than he the doom of Judah and
the exile to come. Yet no sooner had the deal been closed
than Jeremiah prayed to God, saying in effect, "Look what
you've made me dol You know very well that was a
foolish purchase-
oSword, famine, and plague will deliver the city into the
hands of the attacking Chaldeans (and you are making
it happen) yet thou, O Lord God, hast said to me,'Buy
the field!' . . though the city is given into the hands
of the Chaldeans." (Vss. 24-25.)
While common sense whispered to Jeremiah that this
was no time to think about tomorrow-there will be no
tomorrow for Judah-his action was an expression of
faith, an acted sermon, that there willbe a tomorrow
beyond the tragedy. His hope was in the conviction that
God creates the future. And we, along with Jeremiah, are
asked to take an option on it.
This star of hope shone in a dark night of suffering of
two varieties. The nation su.ffers because it has sinned. The
doom that hangs over Jerusalem in this story is a case of
God's judgment falling on an unfaithful people. Later in
this chapter the word of the Lord came to Jeremiah in
response to his prayer, saying:
"For the sons of Israel and the sons of Judah have done
nothing but evil in my sight from their youth; the sons
of Israel have done nothing but provoke me to anger by
the work of their hands , This city has aroused my
anger and wrath, from the day it was built to this day, so
that I will remove it from my sight because of the evil of
the sons of Israel and the sons of Judah which they did
to provoke me to anger-their kings and their princes,
their priests and their prophets, the men of Judah and
the inhabitants of Jerusalem. They have turned to me
their back and not their face; and though I have taught
them persistently they have not listened to receive
instruction. " (Vss. 30-3 3)
l, *^ Jeremiah's task throughout his life
to say again and again that Judah was doomed and that
this doom was Yahweh's righteous judgment upon her
sins.
"You have rejected me, says the Lord, you keep going
backward; so I have streteched out my hand against you
and destroyed you;-l am weary of relenting." (l 5:6)
"Like the east wind I willscatter them before the
enemy. I will show them my back, not my face, in the
day of their calamity." (18:17)
"Your ways and your doings have brought this upon
you. This is your doom, and it is bitter; it has reached
your very heart." (4:18)
In a sense "God's wrath" is not so much God's
intervention to punish as it is his withdrawal, leaving them
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to suffer the destructive consequences of their own deeds.
One of the things that complicated Jeremiah's task was
the popular belief about the "inviolability of Jerusalem."
This popular theology was based on God's choice of Zion
(Jerusalem) and his promises to David that his dynasty
would last forever (see 2 Sam. 7). A hundred years before,
the Assyrians attacked Jerusalem and this theology faced a
crisis. Isaiah reminded them of God's promises to David
and promised the safety of the city-and so it worked out.
But in the century between Isaiah and Jeremiah, this
became a dangerous doctrine. The people believed that
nothing could happen to the city no matter how wicked it
became. The word of Isaiah, intended to inspire courage,
became an opiate which led to loose living and false
optimism.
I , *^ somethins like the doctrine of
automatic progress here in America earlier in this century.
The popular belief was that we were getting better and
better. Then two world wars, Korea, Vietnam, a
depression, the murder of six million Jews, the atomic
bomb, and the ecological crisis knocked that doctrine into
a cocked hat. The point is that the people were in no wise
prepared for what was happening.
Jeremiah performed a great service to the nation by
blasting their false hopes and by helping them to see that
the calamity was God's righteous judgment on their sins.
He thus gave the tragedy an explanation, in advance, in
terms of faith, and thereby prevented it from completely
destroying faith. When Zedekiah expressed hope that God
would perform a miracle as before, Jeremiah assured him
there would be no miracle this time but that Yahweh
himself was fìghting against them. But even as he blasted
false hopes he held out hope that God would act again.
The story is not over. There will be a tomorrow.
In Jeremiah we also see suJJeringfor righteousness'
sake. While on the outside he appeared as a "fortified city"
and an impregnable "bronze wall," on the inside he
suffered untold anguish. The work he was called to do
went against the grain of all his inclinations and
sensibilities. More than most he seemed to need the
affection and acceptance of family and friends;he would
have been content to live peaceably on the ancestral estate.
But it was Jeremiah's cross to be a rejected man,
constantly surrounded by enemies, "sitting alone" because
God's hand was upon him. He was forced to preach the
nation's funeral oration and the cost was ostracism,
accusation of being a traitor, imprisonment, and close calls
with death. And sometimes his spirit almost broke under
the strain. Like Hamlet he felt, "The time is out ofjoint, O
cursed spite that ever I was born to set it right." He did not
hesitate to hurl at God the bluntest accusations:
Why is my pain unceasing, my wound uncurable,
relusing to be healed? Wilt thou be to me like a
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deceitful brook, like waters that fail? (15:18)
You have been to others a flowing fountain, but to me
only a dried up wadi! And again:
O Lord, thou hast deceived me, and I was deceived;
Thou art stronger than I, and thou has prevailed. IHe is
really saying that God has seduced and raped him.l I
have become a laughingstock all the day; everyone
mocks me. (20:7)
When he decided to just shut up and let God do his own
dirty work he could ¡ef-((fþs¡s is in my heart as it were a
burning fire shut up in my bones, And I am weary with
holding it in, and I cannot." (20:9)
His heart broke in grief at what was happening to his
people:
My grief is beyond healing, my heart is sick within
me. . Is there no balm in Gilead? Is there no
physician there? Why then has the health of the
daughter of my people not been restored? O that my
head were waters, and my eyes a fountain of tears, That
I might weep day and night for the slain of the daughter
of my people. (8:18, 22;9:l)
Yet it was God who was his refuge and to whom he
looked for healing both for himself and for Israel. He
could have said as Paul did, years later:"He delivered us
from so deadly a peril, and he willdeliver us;on him we
have set our hope that he will deliver us again" (2 Cor.
1:10).
Buying an Option on Tomorrow
eremiah's hope was not a cheap
optimism that everything is going to turn out all right.
Some of us have lived in the lap of luxury all of our lives in
the most prosperous nation in history and we can't
conceive that anything but good times are ahead. As we
have seen, that wasn't Jeremiah's situation. His was what
James Wharton has called "hard-headed hope."r
"Jeremiah had no evidence beyond the command and
promise of God that there was any future at all for his
beloved land." It was hard-headed hope "because Jeremiah
was willing to place his body and his goods on the
line . . for the sake of that hope." And hope, says
Albert Outler,
is not the projection of our wishes onto the calendar of
the forth-coming future. It is, rather, the confìdence
that God is holding that future open so that its potential
for meaningful participation will remain, so that life will
stillbe fìt for living and dying, secure in God's provident
presence in life and death and destiny.2
What Jeremiah hoped for was spoken of in terms of the
historic faith. There will be a new exodus:"Behold, I will
gather them from all the countries to which I drove
them . . I willbringthemback . . Andlwill make
them dwell in safety" (32:37). There willbe a new
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community:"And they shallbe my people, and I willbe
their God. I willgive them one heart and one way"
(32:38-39). There willbe a new covenant:"1 will make
with them an everlasting covenant" (32:40). (He speaks of
this more fully in chapter 3l :31-34.)
Again, as has happened so many times before, God
won't let the story end with the failure of his people. He is
with us in the story and although we are disciplined with
disaster there willbe new beginnings out of fresh
outpourings of his grace. This is the star of hope that
heartened Jeremiah and Israel to wait out the dark night
for God's futur+-the tomorrow beyond tragedy.
ll ere we are settins close to the "answer"
given by the heroes of faith to the problem ofsuffering-
evil is overcome by the intelligent, competent concern of the
people who are willing to pay the pr¡ce of involvement
because they are investing in God\ future. We can,
therefore, live courageously and gracefully in a world in
which there are disasters and catastrophes if we can see
that the lives affected have significant meaning both here
and hereafter.
Conclusion
Jeremiah's purchase of the field was a foolish thing to
do--unless God can be depended on to be true to his
promise. The Christian life of sacrifìce and discipline
makes no sense in a world where it is every man for
himself-unless God can be depended on to keep his
word. We are being asked by God to do what Jeremiah
did-buy an option on the future by placing ourselves and
our things on the line, by making our decisions in view of
God's ultimate victory. And our lives tell the story--+ither
of our faith or our lack of it.
I was impressed by a recent item in Time magazine
about a Californian named Jim Mills who took $10,000 of
his own money and went to Vietnam to rescue as many
people as he could. In the days preceding the fall ofSaigon
he spoke to his wife about what he was thinking. "She
knows I'm a nut" he said.
Yes, he is a nut-unless the future God promises can be
depended on. All of our acts of love, mercy, kindness, and
justice done in Christ's name, because we are his disciples,
bear the marks of God's future-whether it be meals on
wheels, fasting for famine relief, listening to a brother or
sister with sensitivity, or teaching a Bible class. Will you
take an option on God's future by committing yourself to
Jesus Christ, by putting your life on the line in his cause?
NoTES
I James Wharton, "The Day Tomorrow Happened," a sermon on
The Protestant Hour, November 12,1912,
2 Albert Outler, Wo Trusts rr God (New York: Oxlord
University Press, 1968), p. 109-l 10.
n
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Women Teachers'Sinful'?
In the past, Mission writers have suc-
ceeded in inspiring and inflaming, enter-
taining and boring, and even inlorming a
diverse readership. Two excellent exam-
ples of the latter were Kenny Waters' in-
lormative view from within ol the
charismatic movement (May 1976) and
Richard Hughes' scholarly exposition ol
American civil religion related to the
Restoration Movement (June 1976).
I like the tone ol both articles (to in-
form, not to "grind an axe") and lelt a
similar spirit in Larry Branum's "Those
Anti-Nor-Sunday School Churches" (July
1976). I also personally learned some-
thing from each article.
In Branum's, lor example, I learned
that today in the non-Sunday School
churches "many have come to see the
question about women teachers as the
only real issue." Branum, ol course,
agrees with W.J. Leach (whom he quotes)
that churches have always had "sinful
people with sinlul practices-all the way
lrom women teachers, to immorality in
the church, to the denial ol the resurrec-
tion." Although I assume that these "sin-
lul practices" are ranked lrom lesser to
greater, I'm sometimes not sure when I
see the intense emotions aroused by the
issue ol women's role-even in
pro-Sunday School Churches ol Christ.
Precisely because I r/o appreciate
Branum's desire to reach out in "a more
tolerant and loving attitude toward
brothers, and, I hope, sisters who diller
on various doctrinal points," I would like
to mention what appears to be either an
inconsistency in his discussion or a matter
which needs clarification.
Branum describes a church coordi-
nated lamily Bible study program con-
ducted lirst in private lamily sessions in
the home where "parents" are the
teachers. Then each week, these lamilies
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attend a church service "with all partici-
pating members ol all participating
lamilies studying together." From his
plural use of "parents," Branum, I sup-
pose, sees no sinful practice in mothers as
well as fathers "teaching" Bible texts in
the home.
But, lrom his repeated use ol the
phrase "all participating" used lor both
members and lamilies, it is not clear to
me il women (and lemale children and
teens) are included when these families
meet at the church building. If so, are not
these women "teaching" in that we recog-
nize that we learn lrom each other's ques-
tions and comments whether that person
is physically standing in lront of a group
or sitting in a pew? What would be the
specilic posture that these groups would
find objectionable in women and how
many comments would constitute class
leadership?
If lemales are not participating, then
perhaps this practice rs consistent with the
non-Sunday School Churches' çondemna-
tion ol women teachers, but it is nol con-
sistent with their children's daily ex-
periences of lemale teachers in every
aspect of their lives from school to church
to television (not necessarily in rank
order). lühich inconsistency will young
adults (on whom we place the burden ol
the church's future) lind more dillicult to
reconcile?
In, I hope, the same spirit of openness
expressed by Branum, I alfirm that, even
in the church, people ol all ages, races,
sexes, etc., should be taught by the "best
qualified" individuals with no added "ex-
cept for." The policy ol "exclusion" has
been and continues to be a destructive
force in a world which badly needs the
love and toleration recommended by
Branum.
SALLTE T. HrcHrow¡R
Houston, Texas
Branum ls Beautiful
Larry Branum's article on our non-Sun-
day School lolk should be wonderlully en-
couraging to us all who want to be free
lrom sectism. .He describes the beautiful
translormation îrcm antito ro¿, which is
a move that predicates unity upon essen-
tials rather than opinions. This is a lesson
for us all. We can be ¡lon-instrumental
music, non-premillenial, ton-cooperative,
or whatever, and still be one in the Body.
It is when we 
^re 
anÍ¡, which demands
conlormity to our own view, that divides
and makes sects.
You chose the right man to write their
story, and I suspect some pro-Sunday
School lolk will now see that the non-
position is not so ridiculous alter all. We
tend to account as ignorant or inlerior all
those who do not agree with us. I once
took a sophisticated (Sunday School)
Church of Christ leader to a dinner meet-
ing with two leaders ol the non-Sunday
School churches, which he agreed to
rather condescendingly. He was surprised
to learn that both men were more
sophisticated and better educated than
himself, both being Ph.D.'s and profes-
sors at a state university.
Larry's article does another thing in
raising the issue ol the practicality of the
class system, with all its necessary real
estate, which is hardly used, and all the
superliciality that usually characterizes it.
What would happen to the "SundaY
School" il and when we should return to
"the church in thy house."
The non-class folk have been very ac-
tive and cooperative in our current unity
eflorts from the beginning. It was they
that sponsored the only unity lorum that
we've been able to conduct at a "main-
line" Church ol Christ college, which was
at Lubbock Christian College in 1970.
But the most amusing incident in all
our unity forums stems from the aP-
pearance ol Gene Shelburne, editor of the
non-Sunday School Cå¡rs¡ian Appeal, al
Bethany in 1966. We had a Disciples ol
Christ sister at the lorum, one busily
engaged in all the programs of her church,
who had barely heard of the non-instru-
mental Churches ol Christ, much less the
non-Sunday School group. So, it was all
very new to her. But she was being a good
sport and was trying to take it all in. Once
it dawned on her that there were actually
hundreds ol churches in the Movement
that objected to the Sunday School and
flourished beautifully without it, she
blurted out to Gene, as he was stating his
case: "That's the grandest idea I've heard
at this entire forum. I think we ought to
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do away with all Sunday Schoolsl " It was
evident enough that she was an harrassed
victim ol the system and hadjust as soon
lorget about the whole thing.
Another thing about Larry's essay. We
are all willing to listen to him ¿s a ¡o¿,
whereas we did not listen to such ones as
anti.The rest olus learn lrom that too. Il
we will become ror-instrumental music
rather than azll- (which means to make it
a test ol fellowship), and discuss the issue
within rhe fellowship rather than as a
áasrs lor lellowship, we too will lind more
responsive ears.
Larry has made his point. At least a lew
ol our lolk are not only likely to agree that
the Sunday School is olten a matter ol
"the tail wagging the dog," but it some-
times becomes the dog itselL A dog, by
the way, that keeps growling lor more and
more lood, more and more space. while
becoming increasingly inellective at
whatever it is he is supposed to be doing.
LeRoy Gnnnert
Denton, Texas
Boer 'lllogical'
The position of Harry R. Boer which
appeared in your June issue is illogical and
untenable. John Warwick Montgomery
clearly identified its weakness in his book
God's Inetant Word. He describes the
fallacy as "epistemological suicide."
From the dawn ol higher criticism
through the current neo.evangelicals, no
proponent ol partial biblical lallibility has
successlully established criteria for know-
ing what is from God and what is not.
The best that Boer can do is suggest that
"belief in the gospel opens one's eyes." He
later delines belief as a subjective "ex-
perience," and arbitrary "acceptance."
It reminds me ol an occasion in New
Zealaâd when a panel ol clergymen
acknowledged before a large university
audience that the New Testament docu-
ments were plagued with fabrications and
errors. To the chagrin of the audience,
however, they continued to talk about
Jesus as though they knew something.
Finally, I stood and addressed the
moderator:
"Sir, this large audience has assembled
to learn something about Jesus. That
means we want to know something he
thought, something he said, or something
he did. Would you please have the
panelists to tell us one thing that Jesus
thought, said, or did. Would they please
inform us as to the specilic document to
which they are referring. And, would they
please advise us why they consider the
document reliable in that specilic in-
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stance." Of course they were silent.
The agony ol this irreconcilable di-
lemma poses an immense threat to per-
sonal integrity. In contrast, the man who
believes "no prophecy ever came by the
will ol man: but men spoke lrom God,
being moved by the Holy Spirit" has a
minor problem harmonizing and under-
standing our extant manuscripts.
EoorE HpNonlx
Colonial Heights, Va.
Helpful but not'Scriptural,
Reprinting Harry R. Boer's article,
"The Inlallibility ol the Bible and Higher
Criticism," should be a positive service to
the readers of Mission.
I wondered, however, what Boer's dis-
cussion had to do with "higher criticism"
as such. Ordinary readeis of the Bible
have stumbled on to what Boer calls the
"data" which cannot be reasonably har-
monized. Any writing-including the
books of the Bible--deserves to be read
with integrity, and attempts to force a
harmonizing interpretation are, in the
linal analysis, dishonest--even il it is
done with pious intentions. We need not
debate the pros and cons of higher criti-
cism to call for honest reading ol the
books of the Bible.
I also wondered at Boer's adjective
"scriptural" in his repeated phrase, "scrip-
tural inlallibility ol the Bible." Boer works
by analogy lrom christology: that Jesus
was both divine and human. In that sense
it might be argued that this view is a
"scriptural" concept applied to the Bible.
But the lact is that the New Testament
Scriptures do not set lorth any coherent
view ol the Bible. much less a coherent
view ol the inlallibility ol the Bible.
The earliest Christians (Paul, Peter el
al.) did not have a Bible as we have it, nor
did they talk about a Bible. Although Boer
wished to distinguish Christianity from
Islam and its holy book, the Qu'ran, he
nevertheless views Christianity as a "re-
ligion of the Book." Certainly Christianity
eventually became a "religion ol the
Book" lor many Christians, including un-
doubtedly most readers ol the ReJ'ormed
Journol and Mission. But from the begin-
ning it was not so. Il Boer's view of the in-
lallibility ol the Bible commends itsell, it
is not because it is scriptural but bepause it
is a theologically coherent view arising out
of a community ol faith in response to
certain writings which have traditionally
inspired faith.
RoY BowEN WARD
Oxford, Ohio
Foreign Claims lmposed
John Clayton's article, "So You Believe
in Evolution," (June issue) furthers an
approach to the study ol Scripture which
is highly questionable. Mr. Clayton seems
to want to look for scientilic "facts" as he
studies the Bible. If we are to study the
Bible seriously, however, we must
lirst determine in what lield it claims
expertise.
The Bible does not claim to be an
authority in the lield of science (or
sociology or politics or salesmanship). It
does claim to speak to the relationship b+
tween men and their relationship to God.
To impose any other claim or function on
Scripture is to impose on it our own con-
cepts and ideas. We would not expect
science to tell us about God; neither
should we expect the Bible to tell us about
science. It makes as little sense to say that
the theory ol evolution is biblically sound
as it does to say that the atonement is
scientilically sound.
Unless the theories Mr. Clayton
espouses are the linal word, we are being
set up for a repetition ol history. (We
Americans of the twentieth century tend
to think that our theories are the linal
word.) As theories change, the new ones
will be resisted as "unbiblical" since the
evolutional theory of creation will have
been tied lirmly to biblical truth. False
barriers will again be raised which will pre-
vent many people lrom attempting to dis-
cover what the Bible really has to say.
It is time we cut the dead weight ol
our own theories and ideas from the
Scripture and let it spe¿k to us in its fìeld
of expertise.
CI-rNp Dnvts
Austin, Texas
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By Bobbie Lee HolleY
BoBBIE Lrn Hollny, Míssíon's
new book review editor, is well-
qualified for the position. Holding
an M.A. in English from North-
western University, she has taught
English in several high schools, con-
ducted educational workshops, and
has spoken on numerous seminars.
Previous writing includes her
book, Person to Persory and arti-
cles for various religious journals.
She was also guest editor for the ini-
tial issue (March 1975) of Míssion's
series on Women in Chríst TodaY.
She and her husband Bd are the
parents of four children. The family
attends the Church of Christ in
Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
f
I am beaming as I inaugurate this book
column lor Mission's readers, for I have
just returned lrom the Centennial Con-
vention ol the American Library Associ-
ation in Chicago, where I met Madeleine
L'Engle. Her lovely book, The Circle o./
Quiet, has held me for several months
now. But belore telling you more ol my
love aflair with that book let me share
with you some of the other highlights ol
my Chicago trip, since it dealt with the
importance ol this business ol books.
I spent happy hours wandering through
the book exhibits-there were 3,0001-
meeting authors and editors, and gather-
ing posters, autographed illustrations
lrom new books (even one that becomes a
kite), and buttons ("Yes, Virginia, There
Will Be a Little White House Con-
ference"). How delightful to have the
leisure to pick up enticing books, leaf
through them, read the covers, write
down the names of those I ¿rus¡ have or
those that might be appropriate for review
in Mission. Catalogs and brochures lilled
my shopping bags. On one brochure was a
poem by Richard Armour, whose most
recent sprightly satire The Happy Bookers
spools librarianship while enlivening its
history, and was selling like hotcakes.
Called "Give a Book," the poem's last
lines provide a good recommendation lor
this interest in books you and I share:
A uooL, however, to its credit,
Shows not a whit that you have read it.
In lact its value grows when you
Can say, "l loved it. You will too."
I heard my husband, Ed, immediate
past president, with a sense ol both sor-
row and pride, call the lirst general ses-
sion to order. Sadness was occasioned by
the recent death of President Allie Beth
Martin, who had planned the conference.
With her vibrant, exuberant spirit, she
emphasized in her inaugural address the
specific goal of "the delivery ol user-
oriented library and inlormation services
to all Americans." Ed rejoiced "in the
diversity of this Association" and in the
fact that "its promotion ol libraries was
allied with that fundamental promise of a
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democratic society as expressed by
Thomas Jefferson: no society could be ig-
norant and lree."
Daniel Boorstin, distinguished
historian and newly appointed Librarian
ofCongress, trying to lind his place in the
sun ol librarianship, discussed ways in
which the rich resources ol our national li-
brary can be more advantageously used.
He spoke ol the influence ol even the
smallest ol small town libraries upon the
lives olcountless individuals-the hidden
alumni.
Gwendolyn Brooks, beautiful black
poet laureate ol lllinois, read in her rich,
sonorous voice her birthday poem lor
ALA:
The Books ol the Ages continue to ex-
plain:
Such as love life respond to Change
with racing ol the blood; and under-
stand
that we advance or we recede, and that
it is
our properness to wrench ourselves to
the raw, the
requiring, the jagged rhythms ol
Alteration.
To bother.
To brave the
dense, indecipherable and locked.
I talked with Dr. Robert Downs, retired
Dean' of Library Administration at the
University ol Illinois, whose probing
scholarship and analytical mind have
evaluated the profound influence ol
books upon society in such works as
Books That Changed the World and
Books That Changed America.
At Ur.uLiust, lunch ancl dinner,
I chatted with librarians and listened to
them tell their tales. Some ol the prob-
lems were technical, linancial, nitty-gritty;
others were philosophical and broad. But
the aim ol all was, in the words ol Melvil
Dewey, the lirst person to sign the roster
of the newly-organized library associationin 1876: "to give the public in the
quickest and cheapest way information,
inspiration and recreation." The prevail-
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ing mood was enthusiasm lor the task.
I lealed through the lovely booklet
given to each guest at a reception for
loreign librarians at the Newberry Li-
'brary: "an uncommon collection ol un-
common collections." It was with a bit ol
nostalgia that I went, lor I had done much
research there while attending North-
western University. I remembered the old
men who used to come in out ol the cold
and sit in the chairs by the windows,
sleeping with huge reference tomes in
their hands, lor they could not stay with-
out using a book.
^
L luthor Susan Cooper, New-
berry Medal winner for the most dis-
tinguished contribution to American
literature lor children, offered insight into
why we read. She suggested that while
adults read her fantasies, the natural au-
dience is children because "they are still
able to accept mystery. . . They still
know the essence of wonder which is to
live without ever being sure what to ex-
pect and therefore, quite olten, to en-
counter delight."
Fantasy, however, goes beyond "can-
dles which burn bitter cold, a house in
which yesterday will take place tomor-
row." A Merlin-type character in the lirst
book in the series delines the basic strug-
gle:
The struggle between good and evil
goes on all around us all the time like
two armies fighting-and sometimes
one of them seems to be winning and
sometimes the other, but neither has
ever triumphed altogether. Nor ever
will, lor there is something ol each in
every man.
In speaking ol the creative process she
said, "You can have all the technique in
the world, but you can't strike that spark
without some mysterious blessing.
Perhaps," she ended, "a book can help
with the long hard matter of growing
up-just a little-maybe-sometimes. "
Then there was the last night-a gala
ballroom overflowing lor the inaugural
banquet. There was laughter and celebra-
tion but also seriousness when Clara
Jones, incoming president and the lìrst
black person ever to be elected to that of-
lice, tolcl the touching story ol making the
rounds to bid good-bye to all her lamily
when she first lelt home to go away to col-
lege. "My grandfather, the gentle family
patriarch, born a slave, was somewhat
pensive as he drew me down to sit on his
knee. He didn't caution me to study hard,
nor did he preach about boy-girl relation-
ships; he only said, ''Wherever you are, I
want you always to remember who you
are."' It occurred to me as she reminisced
that here was one story ol"up lrom slav-
ery" through books and education.
But, saving the best until last, let me
return to Madeleine L'Engle and The Cir-
cle o/ Quiet. The book had held me for
several months. I have read and reread
parts---only because I can't bear to finish
it-not just yet. (ls that a strange nc
tion?) I f,eel that I have been taken into
the author's heart and life because ol the
sharing ol intimate leelings and ex-
periences, of her philosophy of life and
people and creativity and writing, and yes,
God-and doubts. I can identify with her
completely when she says that "vacuum
cleaners are simply something more lor
me to trip over The sight ol a
meal's worth ol dirty dishes, pots and
pans makes me want to run in the other
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direction."
Yet, how much our present age-notjust the younger generation but mY
generation as well-need her reminder
that marriage and promises go together:
I've been married to the same man lor
almost twenty-live years, and we love
each other more now than we did twen-
ty-flive years ago. When we were mar-
ried we made promises, and we took
them seriously . There've been a
number ol times in my marriage
when-if I hadn't made promises-l'd
have quit.
I have sat with Madeleine L'Engle
often in her "circle ol quiet"-yes,
literally, in the brook near Crosswicks,
her summer home now but once the
family's year-round home.
My special place is a small brook in a
green glade, a circle of quiet lrom
which there is no visible sign ol human
beings. There's a natural stone bridge
over the brook, and I sit there dangling
my legs and looking through the loliage
at the sky reflected in the water, and
things slowly come back into perspec-
tive . I move slowly into a kind
ol peace that is marvelous , . If I
sit lor a while, then my impatience,
crossness, frustrations, are indeed an-
nihilated, and my sense ol humor
returns.
I do not have a "circle ol quiet" like that
but it means much to share hers. I
believed her when she looked at me and
smiled, after a brief chat, and inscribed in
my book: "a sharing ol the Circle."
f ns.riUing Wrinkle in Time lor
my daughter, she wrote "happy tesser-
ing." I haven't read it; I only know that
Beth said, "You must read this one,
Mom." V/hen I do, we'll talk about
"tessering." Perhaps I'll be able to see
"things" through her eyes just a little and
she through mine. We'll be closer, if only
lor a moment.
In telling you of my triP and of
Madeleine L'Engle I have tried to convey
something ol the excitement and mean-
ing ol this occasion lor me, something of
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what those whose lives have to do with
books were trying to express, and ol the
inspiration they sought to engender. Two
conclusions are inescapable: (l) ol the
writing ol words and the making ol books
and the dissemination thereof there is no
end (not computers, nor television, nor
microfiche, nor dark of night shall keep
these couriers lrom their appointed
rounds)l and (2) books make a di.Í'/þrence.
Now what, you may be asking, does all
this have to do with Mission and the book
review section ol the magazine? Just this:
we review and recommend books because
we believe that they can make a
difference in the spiritual lives ol in-
dividuals and ol the church community.
Generally, we have not been a reading
people. Somehow there has grown up a
strain ol anti-intellectualism, a lear ol ex-
posure to new ideas, the anxiety that
heresy lies behind every cover. Perhaps it
is as Gwendolyn Brooks said:
We listen. And some ol us cherish
the Narrows, fear ol nuance and of
neighbor,
lear of spirit-expansion, revision, laun-
dering.
The time
is merciless, oblique,
addled; aching lor vital voices willing
to test new music.
We submerge new music,
Vital voices chill us.
Nowhere do we need to listen to vital
voices and new music more than in the
church.
Modern writers do much the same
thing that the ancient writers did. The Bi-
ble, is, after all, the story of the ex-
periences of men and women as theY
lived with and lor their God: their prob-
lems, sins, heart-aches, guilt, turning
away and repenting, joy, celebration,
cloubt, sorrow, redemption. They are the
experiences ol Everyman. As we are in-
spired and instructed by the biblical wri-
ters, so, too, we can be moved by the writ-
ings and experiences of later men and
women-both our lorebears and our con-
temporaries. They give us laith lor our
own struggles, companionship in our
problems, a small candle in the darkness,
strength lor the "living of these days."
Keith Miller in The Taste Q/' New Wine
expressed it well:
ll I can do is to witness to
insights received on one adventure ol
faith which continues to change my
own lile and that of my family. The
lact that these insights have been
verilied in the Scriptures, in the lives of
Christians in the church's history, and
in the experience of dozens of contem-
porary men and women . has made
me believe that they represent more
than a subjective pilgrimage.
I do not suggest that today's writers are
inspired as an Amos or a Paul, but I do
believe that there are those whose
spiritual awareness is quickened with that
"mysterious blessing" ol which Susan
Cooper spoke. Its source is God. I do
believe that we can know the guidance ol
the Spirit-whether author or reader. I do
believe that il we seek, we find; and il we
knock, doors will be opened. It is a pro
mise!
God, bless the ministiles of books and
reading! Give us vital voices, discerning
minds 
.fbr yotrr trulhs and sensilive hearrs
.lbr your Friendship. Motivale us lo ask,
seek and knock. Forbid that we should
"cherish the Narrows" and.fÞar "spirit-ex-
pansion." Help us want "to bother. To
brave the dense, indecipherable and
locked. "
!
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"Here's an interesting item in the paper," my wife said
over coffee the other day, before the kids came in for
breakfast. "'Historic St. Paul's Episcopal Church in Mount
Vernon, N.Y., may have to be made into a museum to
save its building.' "
"What is 'historic St. Paul' doing with an Episcopal
Church building on his hands, anyway? " I asked, in rare
form, I thought, for 7 a.m. "Everyone knows that Paul
wasn't an Episcopalian but a member of the-"
"Be serious," she interrupted, taking out a hair roller.
"This church has a real problem, but they're on the right
track toward solving it. They have only fifty members and
they can't keep up the place. They want the government to
make this eighteenth century fieldstone building into:
historical landmark and come up with a hundred thou to
fix it.up."
"sounds good to me," I said. "l know some mummified
people at church that would fìt right in." I had just had a
long session at church the night before--<omplete with
loud arguments between factions.
"'The church as a museum,'" mused my wife, yawning,
"Now that'll preach! "
'I didn't want to talk about women preachers, so I took
over. "Sure. It would be much more peaceful. The liberals
could convince the evangelicals that the gospel has no rels
vance today. They could talk all of the gospel types into
going to Germany to study philosophical theology. They'd
get used to empty church buildings there, and could easily
adjust to turning ours into museums when they came
home and emptied our buildings by preaching the
Hegelian dialectic." I was hoping my wife would ask me
"What is that? " but she ignored it and warmed to the
game.
"Or maybe the fundys would win, instead," she sug-
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gested. "They could limit the questions that can be
raised-maybe even restrict them to Saturdays from 2 to
5 p.m. at home--but never on Sundays. With nothing new
allowed at church, it would make a nice museum."
"Or maybe the theorists and the activists could do a bet-
ter job of it," I said, slipping one in as my wife took a
swallow of coffee. "A sign could read,'Displayed here are
the ministries that could never be performed because the
doctrinal implications were never quite worked out.' "
My wif'e supplied the alternative: "And another exhibit
could be,'Good works dropped because activists burned
themselves out and had no underlying theology.' "
"But the subsidy part would be the best," I said (l've al-
ways been the business head in the family). "After all,
most people don't realize the value of the past, and of the
things preserved in museums. So the government could
step in to preserve it all for us."
"Great idea," agreed my wife. "There's our chance to
use our contribution to make the boat payments."
We both settled back in our chairs, the heady exercise
taking its toll. "l'll have to admit there's a lot to like about
museums," my wife said.
I reached for the salt, but she slapped my wrist. "Not
that shaker," she said. "That's just for looks. Besides,
there's nothing in it."
My fìrst thought was that this was a fine opening for me
to score some points, making the analogy to home as a
museum. But my wife has heard me on empty salt shakers
before and I didn't press my luck like I did at that wran-
gling church meeting. After all, I don't have to /ive with
the lively diversity that keeps the church from becoming a
museum.
Do I?
-RD
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MISSION: SHARE A LITTLE HOPE
Our office hears frequently from folk who have gained a
sense of hope for the church, just from reading Mission.
Some of these have thought that most church-related
journals were closed to new ideas . some have
appreciated our mission to provide fresh insights into
Scripture, to report news, to discuss problems in living the
Christian life4ody-building material.
No doubt you know of someone who could use a little hope.
Why not surprise them with a gift subscription ?
Mission has an influentialbut small subscriber list. We need
to be sharing a little hope with at least twice as many readers.
Won't you join us in this mission ?
